City of East Lansing Fire Department
Weekly Incident Report for
March 8 – March 14, 2018

Total number of incidents responded to:

EMS/Rescue =

Fires = 5

Good Intent Calls = 73 False Calls =5

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fires Reported in FireRMS
March 13, 2018, 9:07 AM- T-12 dispatched to possible structure fire per T-11. T-12 arrived and Level 1
staged. T-12 contacted by B-11 notifying he was a ways out and to est. Command. T-12 est. Ivy
Command. T-11 reporting in apartment that something was on fire underneath bed. T-11 requesting
ventilation and they report fire is out. Command cancelled M-11's response. M-12 ordered to ventilate
building. T-12 crew est. and ordered to search for extension or issues in #435 and #235. Command
requested all units go to Metro #1. T-11 reporting they have overhauled the area and they can handle.
Command requested Fire Prevention from MSU to scene. T-12 reported no extension or smoke issues
on 4th as well as 2nd floor. T-11 requesting a reset for the fire alarm. T-12 reset fire alarm to normal
operation. T-12 and M-12 cleared from scene. Command transferred to T-11 to remain until FP arrives.
T-12 returned to Fire Main and cleared the scene.
March 13, 2018, 11: 32 PM - Emergency call back for structure fire. Instructed per DC to report to St #1,
collect people, and then contact Command. 6 additional personnel arrived at St #1. Assembled E-11
and M-111 and reported to scene per Command. Given assignment of Charlie Side Safety replacing
Lansing BC Powers. Supervised crews on the Charlie/Delta side. LFD crews released. E-11 placed on D2
apt as there continued to be smoldering. Extinguished and did face-to-face with Command. Command
releasing all rigs except E-11 and FM on scene. Safety returned to quarters with B-11. T-12 was
dispatched to structure fire. T-12 changed over to Metro #1. T-12 arrived and began water supply for T11. T-12 crew then grabbed an attack line off T-11 and began to enter structure in apartment A2. T-12
then repositioned to B-2. T-12 crew then performed extinguishment from the exterior with a hand line
after Command switched to a defensive operation. T-12 then combined with M-12 to work in B-2 and
then eventually C-2 where we were pulling ceiling and extinguishing fire and hot spots. T-12 then began
to clean up and returned to service and Metro Main. T-12 returned to Station #2.
March 14, 2018, 11: 58 PM- Called for rekindle of fire in apt structure upon arrival we set up ladder
pulled crosslay and T-12 hooked us up to a hydrant fire was on the outside wall at the soffit extending
down the exterior wall made quick hit from outside then went inside and hit what we could not reach
from exterior pulled ceiling over stairs down and pulled drywall from the wall down to where fire had
reached on the outside of building also pulled drywall and soffit in both directions from the corner
horizontally to make sure there were no extensions in any directions then applied water to blow blown

in insulation out of soffit area to avoid any spots for further rekindle. Loaded up all hoses and tools and
cleared scene and returned to station.

Training Reported in FireRMS
No Training to report of at this time.
Chief Complaints of EMS Call
ABN Pain -2

Feeling Cold-1

Possible TIA-1

Altered Level of
Conscioiness-1

Flank pain-1

Psych-1

Altered mental status-1

Hand trapped behind couch1

R sided chest/Flank/Back
pain-1

Cardiac/ respiratory arrest-1

Head Laceration-1

R Thumb Pain-1

Chest pain-2

Heachache-1

R Wrist Pain-1

CVA-1

Hemmorage-1

Respiratory Distress-2

Difficulty in breathing-1

HTN-1

Seizure-1

Dizziness-1

Hypervatnalation-1

Shortness of Breath-1

Eye injury-1

Left Flank pain-1

Sick-1

Fall-1

Lethargic-1

Spill Acid on pants-1

Fall, minor skin tear to right
elbow-1

Lift Assist-1

Subdural Hematoma-1

Lower back Pain-1

Weakness-1

Pain-1

Wrist Pain-1

Fast Heart rate-1

